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Outstanding mechanical properties of biological multilayered materials are strongly influenced by nanoscale features in their structure. In this study, mechanical behaviour and toughening mechanisms of abalone nacre-inspired multilayered materials are explored. In nacre’s structure, the organic matrix, pillars and the roughness of the aragonite platelets play important roles in its overall mechanical performance. A micromechanical model for multilayered biological materials is proposed to simulate their mechanical deformation and toughening mechanisms. The fundamental hypothesis of the model is the inclusion of nanoscale pillars with near theoretical strength ($\sigma_{th} \approx E/30$). It is also assumed that pillars and asperities confine the organic matrix to the proximity of the platelets, and, hence, increase their stiffness, since it has been previously shown that the organic matrix behaves more stiffly in the proximity of mineral platelets. The modelling results are in excellent agreement with the available experimental data for abalone nacre. The results demonstrate that the aragonite platelets, pillars and organic matrix synergistically affect the stiffness of nacre, and the pillars significantly contribute to the mechanical performance of nacre. It is also shown that the roughness induced interactions between the organic matrix and aragonite platelet, represented in the model by asperity elements, play a key role in strength and toughness of abalone nacre. The highly nonlinear behaviour of the proposed multilayered material is the result of distributed deformation in the nacre-like structure due to the existence of nano-asperities and nanopillars with near theoretical strength. Finally, tensile toughness is studied as a function of the components in the microstructure of nacre.

1. Introduction

Learning lessons from nature is a key element in the design of tough and strong composites. Many biological materials are composites with outstanding mechanical properties, while the microstructural components from which they are made do not possess similar properties. Nacre is a wonder of nature in its mechanical properties in terms of strength and toughness. This structural material exhibits a toughness (in energy terms) some orders of magnitude higher than that of its primary component (CaCO$_3$), and its strength is among the highest in shell structures [1–3]. Inspired by this structure, there have been significant efforts in the past decades to synthesize new materials with mechanical performance comparable to nacre in the past decades [4–15]. The essence of success is to understand the deformation mechanisms inherent in nacre. Hence, mechanical models are needed in order to answer these fundamental questions. The main goal of this study is to explain the basic deformation and toughening mechanisms and the resulting stress distribution in nacre-like multilayered materials through different stages of deformation.

Nacre is a natural composite made of 95% brittle aragonite platelets (CaCO$_3$ tablet) [16] and only 5% biological macromolecules; this has an important effect on nacre’s fracture resistance [17]. The elastic modulus of the aragonite is generally assumed to be about $E = 100$ GPa [1,18]. A relatively thick (0.2–0.9 $\mu$m) and brittle aragonite is separated by nanoscale inter-layers (approx. 20 nm). The mineral layer...
existence as closely packed polygonal tablets (3–5 μm diameters), separated by a nanoscale organic gap. The tensile strength and Young’s modulus of wet nacre are reported to be approximately 140 MPa and 70 GPa, respectively [1,19,20]. The existence and role of water in the structure of nacre has been investigated by many researchers. It has been mentioned that the effect of water was to increase the ductility of nacre and increase the toughness by almost 10-fold [21,22].

Wang et al. [23] performed a study investigating the behaviour of abalone nacre and pearl oyster nacre under different test set-ups. The results of four-point bending tests show a Young’s modulus of \( E \approx 70 \) GPa. The tensile curves are highly nonlinear and the yield stress is in the range of 105–140 MPa [23]. Other researchers have described the origin of toughness by crack deflection, fibre pull-out and organic matrix bridging [9,24]. Barthelat et al. [25,26] also performed a numerical and experimental investigation on deformation and fracture of nacre and proposed their results from image correlation, finding the experimental crack resistance curves for nacre with logarithmic function fit [25]. They claimed that the large breaking strain in the experiments and simulations was due to the waviness of the platelets. However, the numerical model based on the waviness of the platelets over-predicts the strength and under-predicts the ductility [26].

Li et al. [27] studied the nanoscale structure of red abalone shell and suggested that the tablets themselves are made of nanograins [27]. They found that although the tablet strength does not directly affect the deformation mechanism, the integrity of the tablets is due to these nanograins, which prevent the tablets from breaking during the deformation process. Nano-indentation was used by other research groups to study the properties of the individual components of nacre [28]. These studies emphasize that the platelets possess a high fracture stress, i.e. they will remain intact in the deformation process of nacre under low strain rates.

Many researchers believe that the organic matrix in the structure of nacre plays the key role in its high fracture toughness [17]. There has therefore been great interest in understanding the mechanical behaviour of the organic matrix. Smith et al. [29] believe that the natural adhesives elongate in a stepwise manner. They claimed that opening of the organic macromolecules’ folded domains cause a modular elongation and is the origin of toughness in the natural fibres and adhesives. In that study, a single molecule of protein was pulled, and the behaviour of a short molecule and long molecule was investigated. It was mentioned that the short molecules behave more stiffly but required less energy to break [29]. In another study, Mohanty et al. [7] investigated the mechanical response of the organic matrix of nacre. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to pull the organic phase away from the aragonite. The results show a high adhesion force between the proteins and the platelets and are evidence of organic–inorganic interactions [7]. Different experimental approaches have been used to determine the mechanical properties of the organic matrix in different stages of deformation [30–34].

Molecular dynamics simulations have also been used to investigate the role of the organic matrix on the mechanical response of nacre [35]. In that study, by Ghosh et al. [35], the mechanical response of the organic matrix in proximity of aragonite platelets was investigated and it was indicated that the high elastic modulus of the proteins may be due to the mineral–organic interactions. Barthelat et al. [26] used a two-dimensional finite-element model of indentation to fit the experimental nano-indentation load–penetration depth curves of nacre, giving an elastic modulus of around 2.84 GPa [26]. Xu et al. [32] considered the extension of a single biopolymer molecule as a series of helical springs, so that unfolding of one module increases the stiffness of the biopolymer molecule. In that study, it was shown that a larger spring outer diameter causes a smaller spring constant [36]. Overall, these studies showed that the organic matrix has a high elastic modulus in the range of 4.0 GPa, while unfolding the entangled domains increases its stiffness during the deformation process.

Schafer et al. [37] claimed that abalone nacre forms by growth through mineral bridges rather than on heteropitaxial nucleation [37], and many researchers have confirmed this [38–40]. Song et al. [41] were the first to consider the role of pillars (mineral bridges) in enhancing the strength of the structure [41]. They believe that the mineral bridges between the tablets increase the fracture strength of the organic matrix interface by a factor of 5. It was also shown that the cracks propagate along the organic matrix. Their transmission electron microscopy images showed that the average length of the cracks in each of the organic layers is about 2 μm, and this is because of the crack deflection due to the presence of mineral bridges in the biomaterial. In another study, Song et al. [42] studied the properties and performance of the organic matrix and mineral bridges in nacre’s structure [42]. In that study, it was shown that the microstructure of nacre should be referred to as ‘brick–bridge–mortar’ structure. Cartwright et al. [43] also studied the dynamics of nacre self-assembly which indicates the presence of the shear mineral bridges between the platelets in the nacre of gastropods [43]. Their observations show that the mineral tablets start growing through pores in the membrane and initiate the tablet above. They also pointed out how the pore size may influence the rate of growth of mineral bridges (incomplete growth will create asperities on the surface of the platelets). Similar crystalline orientation of platelets in different layers has been shown as strong evidence of the existence of mineral bridges and of a self-assembly mechanism in nacre [44–46]. Checa et al. [47] also used high-resolution imaging techniques to prove the existence of shear mineral bridges and asperities between the layers of platelets in the nacre of gastropods [47]. Furthermore, as Ghosh et al. [35] pointed out, the organic matrix behaves more stiffly in proximity of the minerals [35]. Hence, existence of pillars and asperities affect the mechanical properties of nacre through two mechanisms: (i) directly, by inclusion of their own properties and (ii) indirectly, by stiffening the organic matrix.

Beside experimentations and observations, there are different numerical and theoretical approaches to model the mechanical response of nacre [48–54]. Katti et al. [52] numerically modelled the mechanical behaviour of nacre with an elastic three-dimensional finite-element model based on a brick and mortar microstructure, assuming the organic matrix behaves linearly [55,56]. The results show that the organic layer needs to have a high modulus in order to capture the experimental results on nacre. Evans et al. [57] constructed a model consisting of platelets and asperities with a frictionless interface [57]. Their results show that the nanoscale asperities provide a strain-hardening large enough to ensure the formation of multiple dilatation bands but not so large that platelets fracture internally. Shao et al. [58] also studied the size effect on the mechanical response of
nacre and proposed a discontinuous crack-bridging model for fracture toughness analysis of nacre [58]. The effect of pre-existing structural defects was investigated in the crack-bridging based model in another study by Shao et al. [59]. More recently, Begley et al. [60] studied the brick and mortar structure and proposed a model to guide the development of these composites. In that study, the uniaxial response of the brick and mortar composites was analysed and the role of different parameters such as the bricks’ aspect ratio and the volume percentage of the mortar part were investigated. The proposed analytical model by Begley et al. [60] is used here to validate some of the results.

In this study, we show the role of platelets, mineral bridges (pillars), nanoscale asperities and the organic matrix in the overall deformation mechanism of nacre. The main and new hypotheses in our numerical model are that (i) the nanoscale pillars have near theoretical strength and (ii) the existence of these nanoscale features confine the organic matrix to the proximity of mineral platelets and hence, increase their otherwise low stiffness.

2. The micromechanical model

2.1. Nacreous structure

A detailed investigation on the microstructure of nacre reveals that the structure of abalone nacre is more than a mortar–brick repeating unit as shown in the increasing scale image, figure 1. Nano-asperities, proteins (organic matrix) and mineral pillars (previously referred to as mineral bridges) fill inside the inter-layers and gaps. The statistical studies on abalone nacre illustrate that the average length of one platelet on the cross section is approximately equal to 4.0 μm, and the aspect ratio of the platelets are generally around 8.0 [42] measured as $L/D$, where $L$ is the length of the platelets and $D$ is the thickness. The pillars are placed in the gap between two layers, normal to the longitudinal side of the platelets.

2.2. Finite-element models

Aragonite platelets were modelled as beam elements with a bending stiffness set to represent the flexural behaviour of hexagonal platelets with $E_{\text{tab}} = 100$ GPa, although they carry minimal bending stresses. The length of a single platelet was considered to be about 4.0 μm and its thickness was estimated to be about 0.52 μm. The inter-layer gap was 24 nm and the gap between two adjacent platelets in a layer was estimated as 20 nm. The density of the platelets was set to be around 3 gr cm$^{-3}$. The ABAQUS/Explicit software package was used to carry out the finite-element simulations.

The fundamental assumption in this model is that the strength of mineral bridges is equal to their theoretical strength $\sigma \approx E/30$, since the gaps between the platelets are less than the critical length scale (30 nm) [51]. Hence pillars were modelled as link elements with stiffness equal to the shear modulus of aragonite $E_{\text{pillars}} = G_{\text{tab}} = 40.0$ GPa and $\sigma_{\text{pillars}} = 3.3$ GPa. The area fraction of pillars, $\beta_1$, was estimated to be about 1.0–4.0%. Moreover, since the density of the pillars in the central region of the platelets is higher than the density of pillars in the outer region of platelets [42], in our model, the pillars were modelled as link elements connecting the middle of the platelets in two adjacent rows in each unit-cell (figure 2).

In the proposed model, the behaviour of proteins is approximated to be linear elastic before failure. We believe that pillars and asperities confine the organic layer in between the aragonite platelets. This results in a high stiffness value for the organic matrix in the range of approximately 4.0 GPa. The organic matrix’s strength is considered to be near theoretical strength of approximately 200 MPa. The organic matrices in between the two neighbouring platelets...
were modelled as link elements connecting the edges of the platelets (figure 2).

It has been previously shown that the asperities in different layers interpose in many spots. This interlocking affects nacre’s behaviour by involving more short molecules and making the organic matrix behave [56]. The nano-asperities in between two adjacent platelets provides confinement and entanglement of short molecules in the organic matrix in the proximity of mineral platelets. This is the physical mechanism that provides the high stiffness of the organic matrix. Observations also show nanoscale mineral islands are about 30–100 nm in diameter and 10 nm in amplitude. Nano-asperities show a statistical distribution with average spacing of 60–120 nm. [23]. Accordingly, the area fraction of the asperities, $b_2$, was estimated to be about 40.0%. Hence, the asperities were modelled as link elements to reflect the effects of the interactions of the organic matrix with platelets. This element fails when the displacement between the two platelets in adjacent layers reaches to the point of no interaction between the organic matrix and the platelet, which is when the stress in the organic matrix reaches its strength limit. The asperities are modelled as link elements with stiffness equal to the shear modulus of the organic matrix, $E_{\text{asperities}} = 1.6$ GPa, and a strength of about 200 MPa.

The mechanical behaviour of each element in the structure of nacre is shown in figure 3. Using the material properties, geometry and area fraction of the components, a unit-cell model was created. Displacement was applied in equal time steps to the right-hand side of the system, while the left-hand side of the unit-cell was fixed in the X-direction. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the unit-cell structure and the way the link elements are arranged to capture the mechanical response of the proposed components. In this system, each element is guaranteed to behave in its natural state, e.g. pillars are modelled as link elements in the direction parallel to the platelets, which translates into shear behaviour with no bending.

The unit-cell was used to model the deformation mechanism in a super-cell representing the multilayered structure of nacre. The super-cell was composed of 10 elements in 20 layers for each simulation. Using symmetry, only a quarter of the sample was modelled under a four-point bending experiment. The four-point bending experiment was modelled by applying the linear displacement on the right-hand side of the super-cell as shown in figure 4. For a super-cell, average stress in the layers is plotted versus the average strain of the total cross section. The simulations were performed for several multilayered models, using the mechanical properties and the prescribed area fractions.

3. Results

3.1. Unit-cell behaviour and nacre micromechanical model

The simulation result for the mechanical behaviour of the unit-cell is presented in figure 5. The structural components
in the unit-cell are schematically presented in figure 5b. All elements carry the load during the early stages of deformation until the stress in the organic matrix under tension in both layers exceeds their strength. Hence, all the elements synergistically contribute to Young’s modulus of the suggested unit-cell. The initial stiffness of the unit-cell with an organic matrix with stiffness value of 4.0 GPa, 40.0% area fraction of asperities and 2.0% of pillars is about...
E = 78.8 GPa. In the second stage of the loading phase, the pillars and the proteins in shear carry the load. At the end of this stage, pillars break as the stress reaches their strength, and the proteins are the only elements that carry the load. In the third stage, the stiffness of the system comes from asperities (effective organic matrix). The simulation ends with the failure of the asperity elements, which represents the point of no organic–inorganic interaction between the proteins and the platelets due to the excessive displacement between the two parallel platelets with respect to each other.

The simulation result for a multilayered system similar to the microstructure of nacre is presented in figure 6. Here, average stress in the layers is plotted versus the average strain. Stress averaging is done by dividing the summation of the forces in each layer by the total cross-sectional area in every stage of deformation. The stress–strain curves are in agreement with the previous experimental results [57]. The experimental response of the four-point bending test on nacre showed a stiffness of about 70 GPa and a large inelastic deformation area in the stress–strain curve. These values are similar to the simulation results for a model with 40.0% area fraction of asperities, 2.0% area fraction of pillars and an organic matrix with stiffness of about 4.0 GPa. Additionally, the yield stress of 110 MPa and ultimate strength of 150 MPa is close to the experimental results of 105 MPa and 140 MPa, respectively. Progressive failures of the organic matrices, pillars and asperities make the model exhibit significant tensile toughness and a large inelastic deformation. In nacre, tablet sliding spreads throughout the material, and each of the local extensions generated at local sliding zones add up and cause high strains measured at the macro-scale.

3.2. Toughening mechanism and the role of the components

In order to understand the effects of the platelets’ aspect ratio on the overall mechanical properties of the multilayered system, additional micromechanical models were created for a constant area fraction of 40.0% asperities and 2.0% pillars. Two of these aspect ratios (L/D = 5.0, 6.0) are less than the aspect ratio of platelets in the nacre-like model and three of them (L/D = 10.0, 12.0, 16.0) are greater than that of nacre. The results of the models with platelets’ aspect ratio of 5.0, 8.0, 10.0, 12.0 and 16.0 are presented in figure 7a. In all of these models, the thickness of the platelets is considered to
be more than tens of nanometres and less than a micrometre. This is consistent with the optimal range of the platelets’ aspect ratio to achieve higher fracture toughness, found by Shao et al. [58].

The results show that an increase in the platelets’ aspect ratio results in a higher stiffness. The ultimate strength of the models also increase with an increase in the platelets’ aspect ratio. However, it should be noted that aspect ratios that are higher than 12.0 do not result in an increase in the tensile toughness. Rabiei et al. [61] have also shown that the pen shell has low fracture toughness due to its high platelets’ aspect ratio [61]. Figure 7b suggests that an aspect ratio around 12.0 is an optimal ratio for the design of these multilayered materials with nanoscale features.

The effects of the organic matrix on tension in the mechanical response of the models are studied by modelling multilayered systems consisting of only pillars and asperities. The stress–strain plots of these models are presented in figure 8. The material behaviour in this case is entirely nonlinear. Although all models have a low initial stiffness, their stiffness increases with an increase in deformation. Following this hardening behaviour, all models show a peak, followed by a significant drop in stress. While each fluctuation in the graph demonstrates the failure of a pillar or asperity element, the two significant drops in the stress–strain curve represent the failure of a series of elements together. This is followed by another hardening stage before the final failure. The initial stiffness and the ultimate strength also increases with an increase in the platelets’ aspect ratio. However, the tensile toughness in these set of models is not affected by the aspect ratio.

The absolute value of the tensile toughness for the model with all components is higher than the tensile toughness for the model consisting of only pillars and asperities. However, this is purely related to the extra strain energy needed for the fracture of the organic matrix in between the two adjacent platelet in a row. These results also agree well with the experimental results on the samples of nacre with the organic matrix removed [62]. In that study, the calcination thermal treatment was used to remove the organic phase from the shell structure. Their results also show a significant drop in the stiffness and stress at break for these samples in comparison to the wet samples.

The unique deformation mechanism of the multilayered natural composite causes a distributed stress in all the components of the multilayered material, which creates high tensile toughness and large inelastic deformation. Figures 9 and 10 show stress distributions in the models with all elements and the models consisting of only pillars and asperities, respectively. The blue elements carry little or no force. Figure 9 demonstrates how failure propagates in the model and how stress distributes in the system until the last elements break, leading to failure of the system. Figure 10 illustrates the same process in the sample consisting of only pillars and asperities. In this model, the deformation is evenly and symmetrically distributed throughout the system. The stress contours clearly demonstrate that the deformation is distributed through a large portion of the model and the stress concentration is removed from the multilayered material system. This mechanism causes a strong and tough mechanical response. This fact is also indicated by other researchers [23,63]. Here, we emphasize that this mechanism in nacre is created by the existence of pillars and asperities which enhance the interaction between the organic matrix and the surface of the aragonite platelets.

The stress–strain curves for multilayered materials with a platelet aspect ratio of 16.0 and different values of organic matrix stiffness are presented in figure 11. This figure shows the results of models with the same area fraction of pillars (β1 = 2.0%) and asperities (β2 = 40.0%). The figures clearly indicate that Young’s modulus of the organic matrix affects the early stages of deformation just before the sliding step starts. An increase in Young’s modulus of the organic matrix results in an increase in Young’s modulus of the multilayered material. Our results also show that the stiffness of the organic matrix has a marginal effect on the ultimate strength of the models.

To investigate the effect of area fraction of asperities (effective organic matrix) on the system, two models with similar material properties of the organic matrix, mineral platelets and pillars, and similar pillars’ area fraction and platelets’ aspect ratio (L/D = 8.0) with different area fraction of asperities (β2) were constructed. The results in figure 12 show that the model with lower area fraction of asperities has lower strength.

To study the role of pillars, models with different area fraction of pillars varying from β1 = 1.0 to 4.0% were developed. Figure 13 shows the effect of pillars in models for an organic matrix with stiffness value of (E_m = 4.0 GPa) and asperities’ area fraction of (β2 = 40.0%). The results show that initial stiffness of the material is the same for all models. However, the ultimate strength and ductility increases slightly as area fraction of the pillars increases. Hence, different area fraction of pillars leads to different tensile toughness.

4. Discussion

4.1. Unit-cell behaviour and nacre micromechanical model

The unit-cell response helps us to understand how geometry and mechanics affect different mechanical properties of nacre by multiple breakages of the links between the platelets. Figure 5a shows the result of the unit-cell model simulation. Initially, all the components carry the load until the organic matrix in both layers, which are in series with the platelets,
fail. Later, the load is carried by the pillars and the proteins in shear until the pillars, the more brittle components break. Finally, the proteins in shear are the only components that carry the entire load.

The numerical result of the suggested micromechanical super-cell model clearly shows the ability of the model to predict the experimental results on a multilayered biological material (nacre). Young’s modulus, the large inelastic deformation, the ultimate strength and the tensile toughness fits well with the experimental data [23,57]. Each drop in the stress–strain graph of the nacre-like structure shows the brittle breaking of a link in the system. Hence, the stress–strain curve of real nacre, which contains several thousands of platelets in several thousands of layers, is made by gradual failure of millions of links.

There are different analytical solutions to estimate the stiffness of the multilayered structure [64]. One of these solutions is Riley’s model [65]:

$$E_{\text{nacre}} = V_p E_p \left(1 - \frac{\log \delta}{\delta}\right) + (1 - V_p)E_m, \quad (4.1)$$

where

$$\delta = s \sqrt{\frac{G_m V_p}{E_p (1 - V_p)}}, \quad (4.2)$$

where $s$ is the platelet aspect ratio; $E_p$, $E_m$ and $E_{\text{nacre}}$ are Young’s moduli of the platelets, the organic matrix and nacre, respectively. $G_m$ is the shear modulus of the organic matrix and $V_p$ is the volume concentration of mineral. Gao presented another solution to find the stiffness of the composite [66]

$$\frac{1}{E_{\text{nacre}}} = \frac{4(1 - V_p)}{G_m V_p s^2} + \frac{1}{V_p E_p}, \quad (4.3)$$

where $E_p$ is Young’s modulus of the platelets, $G_m$ is the shear modulus of the organic matrix, $V_p$ is the volume concentration of mineral and $s$ is the aspect ratio of the mineral platelets.

Equations (4.1) and (4.3) provide similar solutions for the numbers considered here. Therefore, using equation (3.3), the stiffness of the multilayered system can be estimated

\[\text{Figure 9. Maximum in-plane principal stress distribution for a model in four steps of simulation.}\]
as $E = 64.3$ GPa which is in agreement with the simulation result ($E = 65.4$ GPa).

Another analytical solution for brick and mortar structure, proposed by Begley et al. [60], shows the stiffness to be about 75 GPa for the modelled structure. In this analytical solution, the mortar stiffness is approximated as

$$\frac{E_m}{E_p} \sim 0.8, \quad (4.4)$$
where \( f \) is the volume fraction of the mortar phase, \( E_m \) is the elastic modulus of the mortar and \( E_p \) is the elastic modulus of the bricks. Hence, the composite modulus ratio \((E_c/E_p)\) (where \( E_c \) is Young’s modulus of composite) would be around 0.75 for the platelets’ aspect ratio of \( L/D = 8.0 \).

### 4.2. Toughening mechanism and the role of the components

Figure 7 shows the effect of an important factor in nacre-like materials, which is the platelets’ aspect ratio, \( L/D \). The results show that the aspect ratio of platelets affects the stiffness of the material. For \( L/D = 5.0 \) and 6.0, the stiffness is calculated to be about \( E = 53.5 \) GPa and \( E = 59.6 \) GPa, respectively. By increasing the aspect ratio to \( L/D = 8.0 \), which is close to aspect ratio of nacre, the stiffness rises to \( E = 65.4 \) GPa. The stiffnesses of the models with aspect ratio of 10.0, 12.0 and 16.0 are 71.5 GPa, 78.1 GPa and 80.3 GPa, respectively. These results also show that the overall tensile toughness and strength of the multilayered material is a function of the platelets’ aspect ratio. These computed stiffness values agree well with the analytical results obtained by equation (4.3). This agreement also shows that the low area fraction of the pillar does not affect the stiffness of the multilayered materials. The results are summarized in table 1.

![Stress-strain curve](image)

**Figure 13.** Stress-strain curves for models with \( L/D = 16.0 \) and three different values of \( \beta_1 \). (Online version in colour.)

The volume concentration of mineral will decrease as the platelets’ aspect ratio increases in the simulations. Hence, the stiffness of the organic layer significantly contributes to the stiffness of the multilayered material. These results match the results of the analytical solution in equation (4.3). Furthermore, these results are similar to the experimental model can be attributed to the existence of pillars and asperities in the presented model.

The effects of area fraction of pillars on the optimum tensile toughness of the models is presented in figure 14. The plot clearly shows an optimum value of tensile toughness for a constant area fraction of the pillars as a function of platelets’ aspect ratio. The graphs also show that increasing the area fraction of pillars results in a slight decrease in the stiffness corresponding to the highest tensile toughness. It must be noted that, physically, the area fraction of pillars cannot be increased to a large number since they need to remain at nanoscale in the structure. Moreover, a large increase in the area fraction of pillars causes the fracture of platelets, which significantly decreases the tensile toughness of the multilayered system.

![Tensile toughness vs. stiffness](image)

**Figure 14.** Effects of the area fraction of pillars on the tensile toughness of the bioinspired multilayered materials. (Online version in colour.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>platelets’ aspect ratio</th>
<th>analytical solution (GPa) equation (4.3)</th>
<th>simulation results (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>71.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>78.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>80.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The trend in the increase of the ultimate strength of the models as a function of platelet aspect ratio is also in agreement with previous analytical solutions. Analytical solutions for a brick and mortar structure show that samples with higher platelets’ aspect ratios generally have higher strength [60].

To investigate the effect of Young’s modulus of the organic matrix, three models with similar platelets’ aspect ratios \((L/D = 16.0)\) were constructed. The results are summarized in table 2. Higher values of Young’s modulus for the organic matrix result in higher stiffness of the model. The ultimate strength and the breaking strain for all the models are similar. Hence, the stiffness of the organic layer significantly contributes to the stiffness of multilayered material. These results match the results of the analytical solution in equation (4.3). Furthermore, these results are similar to the experimental
Brittleness is the main deficiency of ceramics and tremendous efforts have been made to overcome it. Although abalone nacre is mostly made of a ceramic, it is strong and super-tough. The mechanical design of nacre is a direct result of optimal geometry, existence of nanoscale features and materials dependence on four important factors: aspect ratio of platelets, (shear) pillars, organic matrix and asperities. A mechanics-based model was developed by addition of the nanoscale pillars and assuming a realistic stiffness value for the organic matrix that can accurately simulate the mechanical behaviour of abalone nacre. The results also show that pillars play an important role in the strength and tensile toughness of abalone nacre through two mechanisms (i) directly, by inclusion of their own stiffness and strength and (ii) indirectly, by stiffening the organic matrix. The highly nonlinear behaviour of the suggested multilayered material is a result of a distributed deformation in the nacre-like structure due to existence of nanoscale features with near theoretical strength. The distributed deformation mechanism is proposed as the main toughening mechanism in the biological multilayered material. Hence, it is essential to understand that the superb mechanical properties of nacre are a direct result of optimal geometry, existence of nanoscale elements such as pillars and asperities, and an organic matrix with outstanding mechanical properties.
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Endnote

1In this paper, tensile toughness is defined as area under the stress–strain curve.
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